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STUDENT NEWSPAPER OF THE NATIONAL LAW CENTER THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Subpoena. for NLC Data Served
by Charles Leone
The National Law Center was
served with a Subpoena Dueces
Tecum by the Office of Human
Rights
of the
District
of
Columbia on Friday, October
18, in connection with a complaint filed with the Commission
last
spring
by the
Black
American Law Students Association (BALSA). The subpoena
appeared to be a reaction by the
Office of Human Rights to the
failure
of Associate
Dean
Edward
Potts, to whom the
subpoena
was addressed,
to
provide certain information requested by the Office earlier in'
the year.
At that time Potts had agreed
to provide the Human Rights
Office with some of the information it requested,
but declined to surrender any material
that he believed would violate
the confidentiality of the records
of individual students. At the
time
of his refusal,
Potts
mentioned that a subpoena was
expected and that, if it were
received, there would be full
compliance with its terms.
The subpoena commands that

Potts present to the Office of
Human'rights
on or before the
25th of November, 1974, a wide'
variety of material dealing with
enrollment,
grades,
racial
identity, and specific class performance of students.
The text subpoena states that
information is being sought with
respect to
Each
and
every
student
currently and previously enrol·
led in each class i.e.. first year,
second' year, third year and
fourth year classes at the George
Washington University National
Law Center for the academic
years:
1971-72,
1972-73,
1973-74 and 1974-75. The requested information applies to
students enrolled in all classes,
i.e. day, evening and summer
sessions, including those expelled for academic reasons. If
available, the same information
is requested for students who
were expelled for non-academic
reasons and for those who
voluntarily ceased their study or
dropped out.

identity
b. instructor's
name and
b. list all special conditions
racial identity
attached
to grants by donors or
c. individual course grades
funding agencies, organizations
d. final examination grade
or institutions for use of funds
e. class attendance record
allocated. '
5, Information
on Financial
The complaint was first filed
Aid
the law
The information
here re- I by BALSA against
school
on
April
17,
1974.
In that
quested applies only to students .
complaint
BALSA
charged
the
receivingfinancial
aid:
.
a.' amounts
disbursed
to school with racially discriminatory practices, particularly an
individual
recipients for each
(Please tum to p. 3, col. 1)
class year and their racial

Information
as requested need
not contain any personally identifying data, such as, name,
social security
number,
etc:
1, Grade
Point
Average;
LSAT
Score; Predicted
First
Year Average. '
.2. How admitted? [Whether
by special admission program or
otherwise]
3. Racial Identity
4. Courses undertaken:
a. name of each course

Information requested may be
submitted in table form, where
applicable
and if available.

SBA Seeks Furn.iture for'
New Lounge in Bacon Hall
the issue was written by Garza
on March 28, 1974, asking the
Dean about the possibility of
getting furniture, and whether it
would have to be paid for out of
SBA funds. Potts replied to
Garza on April 10 in a memo
stating Potts' current position
that some furniture should
be
taken out of the old lounge and
that "we should start working
toward the goal" of getting new
furniture "to fill in as is needed"
but that no furniture had been
ordered and no plans had been
made for such an order.
The misunderstanding
apparently occurred in a conversation
grades in each' course
into
between Potts and Garza early
standardized
percentile-scores.
in September
in which Potts
Under this proposal the student
asked for Garza to draw up a list
would receive a' score of from 0
of what "basic necessities" were
to 99 for each course, corresrequired for the lounge and what
ponding to the ranking
that
future additions might be needstudent achieved in the section.
ed. Potts said that he viewed this
Professors would be allowed to
request as a tentative one, addgive whatever grades they felt
ing that he expected Garza to
the student deserved, but all
suggest what furniture should be
grades would be placed on this
taken out of the old lounge and
. .. .
put in the new one.
(Please tum to p, 8, col.T)
Garza replied, in a memo

by Mark Brodsky
The lack of good furniture in
the new student lounge in Bacon
Hall has sparked a controversy
between Associate Dean Edward
Potts and SBA President Tom
Garza. Garza says that Potts
promised him a set of new furniture for the lounge but in
recent interview Potts labeled
this a "misunderstanding."
-Memos between Dean Potts
and Garza seem to support
Potts' view. The first memo on

a

SBA Presents Grade Proposals
by Roy Baldwin
Having determined that grading disparity between professors
in different sections of the same
course is "the most critical
defect in the grading system of
this school," the SBA Grade
Reform
Committee
has annouced its tentative agenda of
projects for the 1974-75 school
year.
The group will focus its study
on four proposals
aimed at
reducing
such disparities,
although the committee
is still
open to other ideas. The proposals are:
1. A "team-teaching"
approach to the first year classes
that would expose students to
the teaching style of 3 or 4
professors in each subject instead of just one. Under this
plan, instead of each of the
professors responsible for teaching sections of Torts, for example, the course would be divided.
into 3 or 4 separate units and
each Torts
professor
would
prepare, teach and grade papers
in only one of such units.
This approach
has several'
advantages-a)
it would expose
first year students to many more
styles of teaching, b) it would
allow professors to concentrate

on a' particular
area Of the
course, rather than trying to
spread their preparations
over'
the entire subject matter,
c)
since exam questions
corresponding to each unit would be
graded by the professor that
taught the unit, each student
would receive not one, but the
average of four grades, from all
the professors
teaching
the
subject. Thus, if any professor
were an unusually high or low
grader, the effect of his grading
would be spread over the entire
first year class, rather
than
concentrated in only one section.
This proposal is substantially
similar to one advanced by Prof.
John Banzhaflast semester.
2. An opportunity
for firstyear students to choose credit-no
credit for some or all of their
first-year courses. This option.
would be coupled with a liberalization of the passing requirement for receiving credit from
the present 65 down to 55. The
advantage of this approach is
that it would give those first-year
students who wish it an alternative to number grades, without
imposing such a system on those
students who do wish to receive
number grades.
3. A proposal to convert the

dated September 3 in which he
said that the following were:
basic necessities: six sofas, eight.
easy chairs. and draperies. As:
future additions
Garza listed
one color television, three sofas, !
six easy chairs, nine end tables,
six coffee tables, two pictures
with frames, and nine table
lamps.
, Potts speculated in the inter- ,
view that this memo may have'
been the result
of student
pressure on Garza asking him
"to get going on the furniture."
Potts replied to Garza, in still
another memo on the 19th of.
September in which he said a:
misunderstanding
had occurred,
and that there was no room in
the budget
to comply with
Garza's wishes. Potts suggested
that even the list of basic necessities might cost $3000.
In a recent interview Garza
said, "It is now a question of
how much bickering we will have
to do to get the furniture."
Garza said he expects someone
froJ'!l SBA to be appointed to get
(Please tum to P: 3, col. 4)
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ICasey WIn; Blum DeclInes Post'
:1'

by Diane Seeger
The NLC Student Bar 'Association held five
separate, elections for new officers on Thursday,

In a close competitive vote in section 2, Lind~:\:
Weinstein beat her opponent by a narrow: 12 tolO
margin vote. There were 3 write-in votes:
.

October 10.
.
. th
d 's
d
e sec
on SBA
year ay
Ch ar Ies BI urn, winner
· dm
th
t Th
'11
s t u d en t con t est,t d ec Ime tl e pos
. the
WI
t fill
0 I
e vacancy.
Iem endid
t a I te Iect Ion bmit
h o Iddlia supp
c.
thei
titi
err pe 1 Ions
D ea me lor can I a es 0 su rm
will be Friday, October 25. The actual election
will take place Thursday, October 31 between
8:30 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Voter turnout proved light. Among first year
day candidates, with 100 eligible in each class,
Richard 'Wexler took the field with 21 votes in
the third section. There were two write-ins.

. '1' saw t h e Iargest voter turnout. G arret t
ection
C . Burke, Wit
. h ,19 votes, enjoye
'd'
a victory over
. d 13 votes.
opponent D ora 'E . FI ores, w h 0 receive
. .
There were two write-in votes.
The greatest competition, however, was among.
first year night candidates.
Thomas L. Casey \
topped the field with 31 votes. His closest
opponent, Patricia Gauvey, captured 24 votes; ;
Herman L. Penner snared 19 votes and Jeffery P. '
Capron closed with 12 votes. There were 115
eligible voters.
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New· Funds Save Life of CLC
hy Mark Brodsky
A crisis of a lack of funds
which would have put an end to
the Community
Legal Clinic
(e.L.e.) by the end of June was
narrowly averted yesterday by an
abrupt decision on the part of
the law school administration.
.The administration
had earlier announced that it did not
have the funds to continue the
program which for the past three
years has been funded by the
University's Division of Experi-,
mental Programs.
'
e. e. Mondale, Director ofthe

Experimental Programs Division
said Friday that he' was surprised
at the refusal of the law school to
pick up the program sponsorship since it "was understood
that they would." According to
Mondale, the Division of Experimental Programs only, develops
and supports programs for a
limited period of time until the
department
with which the
particular program is concerned,
such as the law school, takes
over the funding.
Most of the funds for the
Clinic go towards paying the

SBA Holds Ethics Panel
by Jerry Bclofsky
The SBA Committee on Legal
Ethics and Delta Theta Phi will
present a panel discussion entitled "The Attorney's Obliga.tions to -his Clicnt vvs. The
Attorney's . Obligations
as an
Officer of the Court."
The
program will begin at H:OO PM.
October 24. 1974 in Room 1001'
Stockton Hall. at the) National
Law Center, George Washington
University.
The speakers 1'01' the program
will be the Honorable JohnH.
Pratt. United States District
Court Judge for the District of
Columbia. Anton M. Weiss. of
the law linn or Pascal and
Weiss. and Carl. S. Rauh, the
Principal-Assistant
U.iite(1'

States Attorney
of Columbia.

for the District

The panel wiIl respond to the
ethical implications of a hypothetical fact situation. Copies of
the hypothetical will be given to
the audience and they will be
encouraged to participate in the
discussion during a designated
question and answer period.
After the program there will
be a wine and cheese reception
for panelists and members of the
audience.
The members of the Committee on Legal Ethics are Alex
Acosta, Jerry," Belofsky, Bart
Cox, Peter
DePaolis;
Louis
Francis, Manny Kay and Andy
Popper.

salary of Professor Eric Sirulnick, director of the e.L.e. The
Clinic is made up of second and
third year law students
who
receive credit for their work
under Law 579 (Clinical Studies
in Urban Law). The e.L.e. gives
free legal services and sponsors'
projects dealing with the provision of services to the elderly and
the poor.
The law school yesterday
agreed to give a $20,000 grant to
the Clinic, according to Sirul-·
nick. Slrulnick said he would
now have to find matching funds
in order to keep the Clinic open
next year but added that this
was .not usually difficult to do
provided that one had some
money to start out with. "They
have got Us off to a really good
start and we're grateful," Sirulnick said.'
David Manning, Chairman of
the SBA· Clinical Educational
Comrnitteee, last Friday questioned whether
the program
didn't pay for itself through
studentspayment
of credit fees.
He. estimated . that the Clinic
earned $27,000 from the law
students in the program last ear ..
However Sirulnick
said there
were other costs involved which'
prevented the program for paying for itself.
The Clinic has a storefront
.. office in Anacostia to deal with

not be reached for comment on
training
courses.
The Clinic
the
reason for the change.
sponsors such projects as a cable
Speaking of programs such as
television project to draw up
the
Clinic,
Sirulnick
said,
regulatory statutes dealing with
cable T.V. and in one of its "There is a tremendous need for
law schools to teach the more
newer .projects
it has been
practical aspects of litigation.
working to keep a former slave
Clinical programs are also part
cemetery in·Georgetwon
from
of the educational
experience.
being sold to commercial
de.
It's
time
to
legitimize
the
velopers
bastard child."
Administration officials could

SBAReport
by Thomas Garza
Elections
As most of you know, an election was held about two weeks ago
for all first year representatives
and one seoend year day
representative. In all, nine candidates ran for the first year positions,
but the second year day class produced zero candidates.
The lack of promotion for the election, chronic apathy or a
combination
of'both may have been the reason for the lack of
candidates and the low voting percentage. Whatever the reason,
forty-nine people out of a possible 350 voted for the second year day
representatives. The write-in votes resulted in a winner who declined
the victory because he was not interested in the position. To make
matters worse, the second and third place runners-up in that same
race were ineligible to take office because one is' already a SBA
representative and the other is no longer a student at the NLC.
In order to select a responsible representative to the SBA we have
decided to hold another election for the second year ,day position.
This election will take place on October 31, 1974, and the deadline
for registering as a candidate is October 25, 1974 ..

, Founders Day Dinner
We need to determine how many students would like to attend the
Founders Day Dinner. As explained before, this dinner is an annual
the various legal problems of the·
gathering of the GW Law Alumni. This year-Senator Inouye, a law
community, and a' low income
alumnus,will be present.
. '.
tax . clinic .which
gives tax
The $20 per person tickets will be subsidized by the alumni to a
certain extent depending on contributions and the number wishing
.... -v-toattend .. Students.who.wishjoattendthis
function should sign the
list in the new student lounge in Bacon Hall. Also, itlideiifswhc)wish
to attend the function with a spouse or date should indicate the
additional person on the list. The reduced ticket price, which we
hope to hold between $3 and $5, will also apply to the guest.

Faculty Considers "Terru're
for Schwartz and Stevenson
Tenured members of the Nati~nal Law Center
faculty will meet on November 22 to vote on the
granting of tenure to Associate Professors Teresa
M. Schwartz and Russell B. Stevenson Jr.
. The Committee on Faculty Appointments and
Tenure is now in the process of soliciting
recommendations
and comments on the possible
granting
of tenure
to the professors.
All
comments
must' be in writing and may be

submitted
to any of the members
of
committee.
The Committee is asking for opinions
such diverse organizations
as the S.B.A.,
Women's
Rights Committee,
the Legal
Bureau, and various fraternities on campus.
The Committee on Faculty Appointments
Tenure is made up of three students and
tenured faculty members.

the
from
the
Aid
and
five

Rhenquist Speech
On Friday, October 25, 1974, the SBA will post a list of all
persons, chosen by lot, who may attend the Rehnquist speech on
October 30. Those persons attending must come by the SBA office
after October 28 and pick up their tickets (which are transferable in
case they cannot attend.)
Ethics Symposium
We should congratulate
the SBA Committee on Legal Ethics
headed by Peter De Paolis for its fine job in organizing the Ethics
Symposium which will be held on October 24, 1974. De Paolis and
his committee spent a great amount of time and energy in their
effort which I hope will stimulate the administration
into institution
of a teaching program on ethics.
.

Bioetbics Conference
to BeHeld in Atlanta
,

"

.

-

',-

A conference on Bioethics will
be held November 6, 7 and 8 at
Agnes Scott College in Atlanta,
Georgia.
The public
is invited
to
participate
in an exchange. of
ideas on technological capabili·ties in genetics and bioengineering, .related ethical and sociological problems, human experimentation, and legal aspects of
public policy formulation.
Topics for panel discussions
and lectures held during the

three day conference
include
"Current
Technological
Capabilities in Genetics,"
"Human
Experimentation,"
"Prolonging
Life-The
Right to Die," "The
Ultimate
Concern of Human
Values" and "Legal Problems
and Public Policies."
Persons interested in attending the conference should write
to: Conference on Bioethics, Box
938, Agnes Scott College, Decateur, Georgia 30030. The conference is free of charge.
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Paralegals Expand Scope of Legal Services
by Cindy Ludvigsen
paralegal assistance to legal aid
Although
they have been
and prepaid
legal insurance,
around for only a few years. legal
groups, of extending legal ser-'
paraprofessionals
or "para levices to more people.
gals" are already embroiled in
Ruth Dearden, a graduate of
the debate over how and to
the GW paralegal training prowhom legal services are to be
gram who . works in a single'extended.
attorney law office in Rockville,
The nation's first paralegal
Md., does legal research and
training program began in 1969
case management.
She gathers
at a junior college in St. Louis.
police reports for criminal and
Missouri. Since, then. private
negligence cases. conducts basic
and
university-affiliated
pro-. interviews and ,'maintains
ongrams (including several in the
going contacts with clients.
Washington area) have sprung
On the other hand, Connie
up in response to a need for
Capistranr, also a graduate of
persons with a legalbackground,
the GW program.
finds her
to assist private la\\ firms. legal
duties at a large Washington law
aid offices, administrative agcn,
firm confined mainly to meticucies and public interest groups.
lous, factual research.
Duties undertaken
by para"A lot of things are done by
legals vary with where they work
paralegals,"
said Capistrant,
and what lawyers and the law
"that wouldn't have 'been done
allow them to do: "Job prospects
before. The law firms have more
for paralegals
are excellent,"
complete document systems and
claimed Jan Dietrich, director of
computerized data, which means
George Washington University's
that the client is getting better,
Legal Assistant .Training Promore thorough representation.
gram, "but what the paralegal
Weare also doing a great deal of
does depends
solely on the
the work, such as damage
person and on the attorney. It's
calculations, that use to be done
a matter
of how much an
by junior attorneys. This frees
attorney is able and willing to
them for other work. In addi. delegate responsibility
and of' tion, the client saves money
how the assistant will accept
because we don't cost as much
responsibility."
as attorneys." .
Many states. by statute, allow
Whether or not the savings
paralegals to represent clients at 'realized by employing a; paraadministrative
hearings.
Al- legal rather
than
a juniorthough this practice has been . attorney to do factual research is
'criticized by some lawyers and actually passed on to the client.
local bar associations,
others
IS a matter open to debate. One
view-it as a means, along with: West Coast paralegal training

Robert
Meeropol,
son of
Julius and Ethel Rosenberg will'
speak at Georgetown University
Law School, 2nd and F Sts.,
N.W., on Thursday, October 24,
at 8 P.M. in Room on "The
Rosenberg Case and Its Aftermath."
'
Meeropol is a representative
of the National Committee to
Reopen the Rosenberg'
Case. '
The' National Lawyer's Guild
will sponsor the event.

filed a BALSA representative
stated' that the action was, the
next incremental step' towards
getting an administrative
re-.
sponse after intitial attempts at
communication
had failed. The
complaint referred to such attempts going back to February.
Balsa stated last April that its
primary objective was to obtain
an adequate
forum for the
redress of black students' grievances.

1) , '

unwillingness on the part of the
administration to assist in resolving academic problems, negative responses on the part of
faculty members to the attempts
of black students to participate
in class discussion, and grading
practices
that
suggested
an
unequal application
of standards.
At the time the complaint was

Selection Procedure
Outlined
..
for Rehnq uistPresen ta tion
.

"

by Louis Francis
After the initial announcement
that Supreme
Court Justice William Rehnquist was to speak
here at the N.L.C., the Student Bar Association
held a meeting at which some changes in
attendance procedure were adopted and are in
need of clarification.
The speech is scheduled to start at one o'clock
on October 30th in the recently opened student
lounge. The lounge should accomodate the 75 or
so students and faculty who will be in attendance.
Although other rooms 'were suggested for the
event, the final decision to utilize Bacon 100 was
made to dramatize its present condition.
Tickets will be issued to maintain compliance
with Justice Rehnquist's request that there be a
limited attendance. However, it was the consensus
of those at the meeting that S.B.A. standing

Program, administered, by the
c1udes 12 months of academic
Department of Continuing Educlasses and a four to six month
cation for Women, consists of 15 internship
with an agency, or
hours of graduate level work and
public interest law firm.
is geared mainly toward those
The American Bar Associawho' will eventually
work in
tion has established guidelines
privatelaw firms or government
agencies. Courses are taught by for paralegal training and has
indicated an interest in certiattorneys and coyer areas such
fying paralegals and accrediting
as legal research and analysis.
civil litigation,
statistical
evi- the training institutes. Although
most paralegals admit that the
dence anti legal accounting.
ABA has been open to their
Admission
to the program
ideas and suggestions, those in
requires Law School Admission
the public sector express some
Test scores. an aptitude test and
fears that ABA licensing would
an evaluation of the applicant's
close the job market to many
academic background. Approxiqualified paraprofessionals
and
mately one fourth of each class
would limit rather than extend
goes on to law school. while
legal services.
one-tenth of the members have
master's degress and one-tenth
"Licensing
and accreditahave no college degrees.
tion," said Gregson, "would just
In contrast to the GW 1'1'0- create another elitist institution,
gram is the Antioch
Legal
which is certainly what we don't
Technician Program. whose emneed. We must be careful that
phasis is on training people for
instead of bringing out services,
work in. the public
interest
we'll exclude more. I see parasector. The program admits only I legals as a potentially important
people who do not have college : force to bring more legal services
degrees 'and who have had
to' more people. We want to
experience or shown an ability
extend legal services to lowand commitment
to working' .income and middle class people;
within low' to moderate income
most lawyers haven't got that'
communities.
The training in- idea,"

L ounUe' F·Urnt t ure
.
(Continued

the
furniture
where."

~

On Monday, October 28, those students' names
that have survived the lottery process will be
posted, and those students will be asked to pick
up their tickets the following day at the S.B.A.
office. Only N.L.C. students are eligible for the
ballot. Applicants must enter their names on a list
prior to 8:30 p.m. Friday October 25. The list is
posted in room 100 Bacon Hall and entrants' are
asked to sign up only once, Duplicates will be
omitted and all names will be examined for
, eligibility.
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•
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•
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Packs of cards 2.50
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Washington $2.00 and
Georgetown $2.00
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G.W.U. Jackets
Shirts and Sportswear

•
.,
:

for the fall ,$J .89 to 29.50

•

Buy early for

:........................••

Christmas and Hanaukah

:

e '

•

•

Heed help for Mid Terms
Getall types of
•
Study Aids
.: ••••••••••••••••••••••
'••

G.W.U. Gifts

Jewelry-Mugs Glassware
and Novelties
,

•

4.50·

·• .-...........................
•
:

•
•
: '
•

ESCHER PRINTS

COLOR ME POSTERS

·

•

You've seen them atthe
National Gallery of Art
Now own your own

If you want to know

:

•
:
•

room for the Law Center's
numerous organizations, Garza'
said he wants the old lounge' to '
remain a food lounge with alI the
vending machines moved there,
, and added that he is going to try
to move the coffee concession to
the new lounge.
Garza said, he may appeal to
the alumni in the area for
furniture and stated firmly that
he intended to get new furniture
in the lounge from somewhere,
before his term as president was'
completed.
'

e ••••••••••••••••••••••

•

•

organizations" should receive at least 1 ticket! •
under the organization's name to be used as that
•
organization
sees fit. This will be done in an . •
attempt
to allow adequate
coverage
of a'
. representative portion of the N.L.C. student body
and will account for about ten of the tickets.

~
(rom p.lf

Garza recentlyintroduced
the
idea to the SBA of buying the.
television out of its own funds
but has not yet received SBA
approval.
· Potts said that the SBA's idea
about the purpose of the lounge
"se<;,ms to change each year."
Last year's SBA President Carol
Elder wanted the room used not
as a 101lnge. but as a meeting

Meeropol Speaks
on RosenbergCase

Subpoena Served
(Continued from p.

center sends attorneys a brochure illustrated with elaborate
charts attempting to show that a
case generating $400 yields only
$32 profit
if attorneys
are'
employed, while the same case
would yield $221 profit
if
paralegals were employed.
Eileen Gregson of the National Paralegal Institute, which is
currently funded by the Office of
Economic
Opportunity,
said,
"Paralegals are sold and often
seen as a great way for lawyers to
make more money for. 'themselves."
Paralegal traunng programs
and paralegals themselves often
split along so-called "public"
and "private" lines. The "publie" sector views the paraprofessionals as a potential boon
to financialIy hard-pressed pub.
lie interest law firms and as a
group which can extend legal
services to low- and middleincome persons through assistance to legal aid offices and
prepaid legal insurance groups,
The "private"
sector, on the
other hand, is more committed:
to establishing
the' paralegal
field as a distinct profession.
With, perhaps, less ideological
committment
behind
it, the
"private" sector aims strictly at
training people in the knowledge
and skills needed to" handle
certain legal tasks' with' either
private
law tirms or public
interest groups.
The George Washington University Legal Assistant Training

'

Coming Soon

our semi annual
I_
Remainder Book Sale :
•

•

Starts OCT28

•

A new l.P. Record Sale
Bigger and Better

':
':

:
•
•
:

.
•

•
•
.
•
•
•
••
••

•

.

.-·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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.
.
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1£~ttnrtal
.Grade Reform Proposals
Reform of grade systems has always been a subject that students
and' student governments seem eager to attend to. The typical
approach is that 'there exists somewhere a grading system that is
equitable, but that we just haven't found it yet. Changes, therefore,
tend to be incremental and deal with form rather than the substance
of what grades are.
The SBA Committee on grade reform, while falling into this
approach with respect to some of its proposals, has taken a more
comprehensive view of the system and (with one major exception)
has offered some solutions that may better deal with the real
problems of any grading system.
Grade systems always contain certain inequities. Marks such as
those received by NLC students in exam courses reflect the ability of
each student to deal with 4 or Siegal situations during one particular
three hour period ona particular date. While there probably is some
correlation between technical legal competence and the results of
these exams, number or letter grades, on the whole, do not and
cannot reflect the level ofmany of those qualities necessary in the
making of a good attorney: an ability. to appreciate a client's
problem, counseling and negotiating skills, an ethical approach to
the practice oflaw, among others.
.
Further, grades often are of little use to the student who can see
little correlation between the amount of time spent in preparation
for an exam, the difficulty of the exam, and the grade that student
receives. Grades ·often best serve the interests of prospective
employers who are interested in a quick method of selecting certain
individuals in whom they may be interested.
These problems are the cnes that must be addressed in any action
that makes grades serve their proper role as an aid in the ulitimate
goal or education.
The faculty action establishing a right of students to review exam
Papers with professors is a step towards justification of the exam as a
learning tool and making the grade relevant in terms of what has
or ha~ not been learned. Similarly, the SBA Committee's proposal'
that the Credit/No Credit option be expanded to use by first year'
students makes sense in allowing those who aren't particularly
interested in participation in the competitive rat race to opt out. A
student who so' choses may decide to emphasize his or her own
education instead of being required to focus on achievement of a
number grade as the reward for a semester's labors.
Team teaching, as suggested by Professor John Banzhaf and
proposed by the Committee, has not only the advantage of exposure
of first year students to a wide variety of approaches and teaching
methods, but can allay problems of personality conflict between
students and instructors, and will broaden the base on which that
student's performance is evaluated.
However, the suggestion of the Committee
that grades be
translated to a percentile scale for all classes seems to be peculiarly
. out of step with the rest of its well-thought-out
proposals. Such a
translation makes obvious the stark nakedness of competitive class
standing in each and every course situation in which number grades
are given. We believe that the atmosphere at the National Law
Center is already overly competitive. A proposal that would add to
that type of environment is not needed.
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TheJoy of Interviewing
by Paul Beck

and thus in some less humiliating or embarassing
manner, answer certain questions which have
confounded me.
. First of all, it seems to me that the purpose of
is Washington, D.C., and several other cities, to
the interview is rarely to select people for their
the second floor of Bacon Hall.
intelligence
or capacity for legal work. That
Theplacementoffice, and Ms. Lynn Hiner, its process is conducted, somehow, when a firm or
director must somehow accomodate the interests
agency screens the resumes it receives and chooses
and needs of these firms as they conduct what at
those few individuals that it will see. Thus, the
times seems a ritualistic and pro formaseach
for
purpose of the interview isto give two people a
that one promising, inspiring law student who
chance to feel the vibrations, to' get to know each
may have a future with them. Resumes are
other, albeit superficaiIly, and to give the firm an
collected for the firms, who select those students
opportunity to size you up as a person and as a
with whom they are sufficiently impressed via the potential clerk or associate. So relax, if you
'data sheet/achievement
history that they feel is possibly can. (Now that I have said that, I must in
worthwhile to invest twently minutes (worth $20 to
all ,candor tell you that when I offered this little
$50 on a billing statement} to talk with the lucky
gem of sociological analysis to a man during an
student. Without indicating any prejudices about
interview, my interviewer nearly took my head off.
this system of locating employment, it is at least
He vehemently disagreed with me and I was
an interesting method oflooking for work.
forced to retreat as diplomatically
as I could.) (I
As I understand it, the fall interviews are more
must also tell you, in all candor, that he was full of
helpful for third year students, while serving
b.s.)
I
mostly as a dry run for the students in their
Secondly, an interview provides the representasecond year of "law school. According to the
tive with a chance to ask certain potentially
information I have received from unimpeachable
embarassing, yet critical questions. (Of course, it
but confidential sources, no more than eight (8) also allows the interviewer to ask a lot of
,second year students got job offers in 1972 via the
irrelevant
or just
plain
foolish
questions.
fall interviewing process. On the other hand, over
According to students, this happens with great
eighty percent (80%) of the second year students
frequency.) But this means you have a chance to
were able to find legal positions for the 191'2 answer, hopefully in a highly articulate and
summer with -placement office assitance during'
logical manner. Let me-fir-st-pose-some of these
the spring and early summer months, when jobs
questions,
and then, suggest some tentative
are (werej) plentiful. One fellow confided to .me answers.
last spring that so far, his roommate had been
I have' been asked . each of the following
invited to have a second interview with one firm in questions at least once since I started interviewing
New York City, but that's as close as he'd come.
for jobs. (1) I see you went to an Ivy League
The' experience is nevertheless valuable for
college, and did well. So what are you doing here?
second year students as well as for those in the
(2) What is your current grade average? (3) How
third year,; both legally and psychologically.
do you explain your mediocre average? (4) Is your
Interviewees may become better informed about
resume a fair and accurate representation of you?
the shape and possibilities of the legal (real?)
(5) Why did you come here to law school? (6)
world after going through several interviews. It is
What other. law schools did you apply to? Get
also excellent preparation for future interviewing;
into?? (7) What are your greatest strengths? (8)
you can learn how to interview more effectively.
What are your greatest weaknesses?' (9) Would
In order to preserve your own domestic
you explain this activity?) (10) How come you're
tranquillity and sense of sanity, such as it iS,1 . not on the Law Review? (If you can answer that
would like to offer several of my own insights on
one, you've won one for the Gipper.) (11) What do
the nature
of the INTERVIEW,
based on
you ultimately want to do with your career? (12)
personal experiences. In this way, you may be able
What kind of job are you interested in? (13) What
to do a little thinking preliminary to your all too
else would you like to know about us? (This next
brief chat with The Man (rarely is it The Woman),
(Please tum to p. 6, col. 3)
Each fall there is a veritable (ld
parade of some of the
largest and most reputable
and some wou
say
stuffiest, elitist, and most conservative) law firms
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Library Expands with M'icroreproduction
by R. G. Bidwell
Legislative histories complete in a'
matter of minutes? Including the testimony of one of your favorite professors
reduced to 1I24th size? The Congressional Globe and Record through 1942, in
four drawers? All state and territorial
session laws prior to 1900? British
Statutes of the Realm and pre-186S law
reports? Supreme Court records and
briefs from 1962 to date? The transcript
of the Eichmann trial? All this is a part
of your library's holdings, thanks to
microreproduction.
Microreproduction?
The science is not
a new one. Microphotography
was known
in England before 1840 but, with few
exceptions, it was more of a novelty or toy

- Early in this century there was much
experimenting,
principally by scholars
working with manuscripts and archives.
In 1928 a camera was developed to
record cancelled bank checks. Today it
would be most unusual to find a law
student who is not, at least, familiar with
the value and accessibility of the New
York Times on 3S millimeter microfilm.
The whole field of microreproduction
has
progressed even more dramatically
in
recent years. '
Through microforms on the market
today we are able to purchase materials
either not otherwise. available
or if
available, prohibitively expensive. These
include documents,
transcripts,
rare
books, archival material and out of print
journals and books.
Replacement of-materials
printed on
poor quality paper is another reason for,
acquiring' material on microform. The
early years of our bound Congressional
Globe and Record, in addition to having
. a few choice volumes missing, are a
dusty; fusty, musty crumbling mess to
work with.· Bound volumes
of the
Congressional' Record and NewY ork
Times are good examples
of bulky
material where the substituted
microform is much easier to handle. Finally,
the shelf space saved is considerable, and
building costs being what they are, this
is somewhat important.

Microforms,
microreproduction,
mi. crophotography?
Microform is a good
all-inclusive name for the various types of
microreproduction
brought to us through
microphotography.
Microforms- include
16 and 3S millimeter
microfilm (roll,
film), microfiche, ultrafiche, microcard,
microprint, microtext, aperture cards.
and probably many others. Some of these
terms are really trade names and others
descriptive of the format. The microforms that your law library owns consist
of 16mm and 3Smm microfilm, microfiche, microcard and microprint. Everyone should
be familiar
'with -roll
microfilm. Microfiche (the word "fiche"
for almost a hundred
years.
One
means "file care" in French) is a flat film
practical use was developed during the
measuring 3" x S" or 4" x 6". There are
siege of Paris in 1870. Completely
approximately
60 or 90 book pages
surrounded by the German Army, the
reproduced on each- fiche depending on
Parisians wanted to communicate
with
the size. 3Smm microfilm has a reduction
their well-fed relatives in other more
ratio of 14 to 1 and microfiche and 16mm
fortunate areas of France.
microfilm 24 to 1. This requires different
Getting mail out of Paris was easy. It
strength lenses and sometimes different
was loaded onto a hydrogen balloon, the
readers for projection on a screen for
balloon was released at night and crossed
reading.
Some readers
and· readerthe German lines no matter which way
printers can handle both microfilm and
the wind blew. The balloonist pulled the
microfiche.
plug and landed somewhere in France.
Microcard and microprint are older
Getting mail back to Paris was another
processes now generally replaced
by
matter. They tried "homing"
dogs,
microfiche. The reduced images on these
floating the mail down the river and
appear on both sides of a white opaque
-homing pigeons. The dogs were either
card. Microcard was produced photoshot or found they preferred good country
graphically
on 3" x S" cards and
cooking to the rat diet of the Parisians.
microprint images were actually printed
The Germans discovered the river route
on 6" x 9" cards. Film .type microform
and put a stop to that means of delivery.
has proved superior to the opaques
The pigeons were pooped from being
because it is cheaper to make, easier to
overloaded even though a question and
project, easier to make copies from and
answer short-form letter on flimsy paper
less bulky. In short it is cheaper and of as
was used (revived as V-mail in WWII).
good quality. Film-type microform
is
Finally microphotography
was tried.
usually positive which means that you
The letters sent to Paris from other parts
read black letters on a white background.
of France were reduced in size photoThe
print made from this is white letters
graphically and the pigeons volunteered
on
a
black background. A negative film,
to carry these small rolls of filrt.t back
if it is made from good copy, is just as
home to Paris. At first these film images
were projected by magic lantern on a easy to read on the 'screen and you get an
excellent black on white print-out.
whitewashed wall and scribes transcribed
Although the law library does not now
the letters for delivery. Before long they
devised a means for enlarging
and have any ultrafiche, there are two items
on the market which could or should be
printing the microphotos and the process
of
interest to law students. Ultrafiche is
was speeded up.

microfiche with a higher reduction ratio
requiring not only additional readers but
more sophisticated
(more expensive)
ones. The. reduction ratio for these is
'between SS to 1. and 90 to 1. The
University Library has the "Library of
American Civilization" in this format.
Over 9,000 titles published before 1909
are on approximately
13,000 3" x S"
ultrafiche at a 90 to 1 reduction ratio.
This collection is readily accessible in 36
drawers of a standard
card catalog
cabinet. Each of these 3" x 5" sheets of
film can accornodate
1,000 pages or
almost any book. As the title indicates
there is valuable research material in this
set. In the field of law, the West
Publishing Company has reproduced the
entire first series of their reporters on a
4" x 6" ultrafiche at a 7S to 1 reduction
ratio. Each fiche holds up to 1300 book
pages. This set would serve a law firm
well. Special readers are required for
each of these examples of ultra fiche.
The law library at the National Law
Center has one reader-printer
and two
readers. The 3MSOO reader-printer
behind the elevator on the third floor will
read and print any of the film type
microform the library owns. It has a 14 to
1 lens for 3Smm microfilm and a 24 to 1
lens for 16mm microfilm and microfiche.
It has an adaptor for microfilm and one
for microfiche. Ask " for staff help in
setting up this machine. If you want a
copy of the page you are reading on the
screen of this reader" push a button and
you have a copy in five seconds/The cost
is five cents a page payable to the
attendant at the third floor desk.
Although the picture on the screen of
this machine is very good, the image
projected on the screen' of the Vantage
Realist microfiche
reader behind the
third floor desk must be considered
outstanding. It can be read at a range of
six feet and is jhe preferred reader for
bi-focal wearers. Bi-focals can give you a
pain in the neck on most vertical. screen
machines. This reader rides nicely on a
booktruck
and is considered
semiportable. ,

The third machine, also at the third
floor desk, is an NCR portable reader for
24 to 1 or 18 to 1 reduction microfiche
-(make sure you have it on the 24 to 'I
setting). Two more microfiche readers
are on order and, in view of recent
additions to the tnicrofilm collection,
additional readers should be obtained for
roll type film. The library staff is trained
: to assist with any of the equipment.
Microcards
and microprint
(the 0-'
paques) must be signed out at the third
floor desk and taken to the main
University Library which has excellent
readers and printers for this type of
microform.The law library's holdings consist of
_more than 120,000 pieces of microform
with more on order and several continuing subscriptions. The most important
holdings are:

Congressional Globe. The proceedings
and debates of the 23rd through 42nd
Congresses, 1833-1873. 3Smm microfilm. Bound indexes .
Congressional Record. The proceedings
and debates of the 43rd through 77th
Congresses, 1873-1942. 35mm microfilm.
Senate and House Reports. 15th through
51st Congresses, 1817-1891. These are on
6"x9" Readex Microprint and must be
read in the main library.

Monthly Catalog of Government Documents. 1895-1971. 16mm microfilm. The
library has bound volumes from 1958 to
date. A fourteen volume subject index to
this valuable research tool is in preparation. Five volumes have been received
'and are on the low shelves on the third
floor.
Statutes of the Realm. Great Britain,
1225-1713. Microcard.
Read in main
library.
Pre-1865 English Law Reports. Microcard. Read in main library.
Irish and Scottish Law Reports. 35mm
microfilm. On order,
Juridical Review. Vol 1·67, 1889-1955.
Microcard. Read in main library.

Albany Law Journal.

Yo].

1908. 35mm microfilm.
(Please tum to p,

6, col. 1)
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Wounded Knee: Reaction to Broken Treaties
by Jack L. Schwarts
Movement to leave the hamlet.
and Tim Butz
For 71 days the U.S. Military
Genocide has always come
clandestinely controlled an army
easy to European-Americans.
of specially trained Marshals
Since 1492 a steady war has been
and FBI agents.
waged against the people of the
The
Special
Operations
Native American Nations. TreatGroup. (SOG) of the Marshals.
y "rights" were forced upon the
which operates under the Justice
Nations by the U.S. Army, and
Department,
is a para-military
when it was of further advantage
outfit used in violation of the
economically, the U.S. governPosse Comitatus Act to enforce
ment abrogated each and every' civil laws in times of radical
legal agreement. and militarily
rebellions. At Wounded Knee
finished what their legal weapSOG received
training
and
ons had. begun.
The
1890 logistical advise, again illegally,
massacre at Wounded Knee was from the Department of Defense
one such attack.
Directorate of Military support,
Wounded Knee,·197.3, and the
in addition to air reconnaissance
battles arising from it which are
flights, M-16 rifles, 75 sniper
now going on in courts across
rifles, 18 armored
personnel
the mid-west are a part of that
carriers,
170,000 rounds
of
history.
However,
Wounded
ammunition, CS gas, grenades,
Knee was only the most publilaunchers, and pounds of high
cized of a number of Indian
explosives. If an agreement' had
rights protests over the last few not been reached on May 5, 'the
years. Others include the takesecond massacre of children,
over of the Twin Cities Air
men and women at Wounded
Station. the occupation of AlcaKnee would now be history.
traz, the Trail of Broken TreatAfter the agreement the govies in Washington,
D.C., and
ernment replaced the military
many. many more direct reacwith the courts. Teams of Justice
tions to White racism:
Department
prosecutors
and
Wounded Knee was also a armies of FBI investigators with
reaction to deprivation of the
unlmited financial resources are
Oglala Sioux on the Pine Ridge
now conducting the war.
reservation. caused by the imIn St. Paul. Minnesota, Rusposition of capitalism upon the '. sell Means and Dennis Banks
tribes. who has previously enwere the first two of seven major
joyed a collective, communalconspiracy/felony
defendants, to
istic and self-sufficienteconomy
',' go on trial.' During their trial,
based upon sharing rather than
five counts on each were dis-.
individual ownership,
missed for lack of evidence and
Now. on the reservation. 56%
because of the aforementioned
of the people have no electricity.
'violations of Posse. Comitatus,
78% do not have running water. "which prohibits the' use of the
74°,{1do not have telephones.
military to enforce civilian laws.
46% of the people live in shacks
The remaining
five counts
made of logs. Of the over 13.000
were dismissed due to, as Judge
reservation
residents. approxiNichol put it, "numerous errors
mat ely 1200 have jobs; almost
of judgment
and errors
of
all of them arc employed by the
negligence."
Government
mistribal government run directly
conduct
which Nichol cited
by the Interior Department's
included buying witnesses. lying
Bureau of Indian Affairs for the
under oath, falsifying evidence,
benefit of neighboring
White
and bugging the defense team.
ranchers, and not the Indians.
The four remaining 'defendants
Infant mortality and the rate of will go to trial soon; the seventh,
suicide are the highest in the
Pedro Bissonette, who was head
United States.
of the Oglala Sioux Civil Rights
The protest at Wounded Knee
Organization, and not an AIM
quickly became what the Direcmember, was killed by BIA
tor of the U.S. Marshals Service
police last fall, after refusing to
called "the world's largest outturn State's evidence against his
door jail." when the BIA police
co-indictees from AIM.
and the FBI refused to allow the
One hundred and seventeen
Oglalas and their invited protecwomen and men are being tried
tors from .the American Indian
in Lincoln Nebraska,
for a

..

variety of "crimes" ranging from
violation
of the 1968 Civil
Disobedience Act to cattle rustling. All of the first nineteen
were dismissed
or acquitted
because of lack of proof of the
charges.
,
The Defense Committee
is
also defending 97 Indians in
tribal court; it is involved in half
a dozen affirmative
lawsuits,
and maintains a research team
on the reservation which also
- does legal aid work. The team's
cars have all been firebombed,
and members have at times been
the targets of beatings at the
. hands of FBI agents, BIA police
and vigilantes.
.

Legally, the Committee
has
and contends .that it can defeat
the government.
Prosecutions
have been shoddy,
and the
judges in Lincoln and St. Paul
won't take much deceit from the
government. The Defense losses
have come only because the
massiveness of the prosecution's
multiple trial site strategy leaves
cases without researches,
law
students, or trial lawyers. The
defense spends about $1200 a
day on basic court and office
costs; no one gets paid more
than
$5 a week, and· the
Committee
exists
on
food
stamps.
The
national
news
black-out
has hindered
the

JO b' Hunting
"

political support which is necessary for defense of political
trials.
There is a support group for
the defense here in D.C., doing
fund raising, legal research, and
political education of the public.
The group meets every second
and fourth Wednesday evenings
at 7:30, at All Soul's Church,
16th Street and Columbia Road,
NW. Phones are 234-1616 and
387-3830, or messages can be
left at the Lawyers Guild office,
783-1060. Donations can be sent
to the Committee at Box 80931,
Lincoln Nebraska, 68501. Additionally, people are needed out
west during the Winter recess.

the Hard' Way

yourself so that you can talk about your strengths.
(Continued from P: 4)
If you are asked to talk about your weak points,
is a real killer. I have'even been asked.) (14) What
again, be brief. Turn the question around if you
are you like as a person?
can. Do not discuss your personal tastes at length,
If you have recovered from that, you're almost
unless you are sharing
an experience
or
half-way there. With all ofthese questions, handle
addressing a particular point with your interthem rather than answering, them. Avoid a
viewer.
sensitivity session with your interviewer., Your
Statistically,
the- average interview lasts 20
interview is not a confession. Be dignified and .
minutes; the interviewer talks for 80% of that
sustain your sense of self-respect. This last point
time, and he usually forms an unshakeable.
cannot be overemphasized.
impression in the first 30 seconds. He is usually ill
Before going into your interview, review the
at ease (not having been trained in the art of
firm resume. Prepare yourself, mentally and
interviewing) and wants to find indications of your
emotionally.
Psyche yourself up and be as
ability, so he quite naturally looks to your resume:
enthusiastic, interested and motivated as you can
It is critical to be poised.', Getting yourself'
without overdoing it. You have to find that fine
line through your own experience and what you
together will be accomplished by figuring out how
you see yourself and what you want, 'whether it is
are comfortable with.
Most importantly, be prepared. Think about
money, a challenge, working with clients, or
serving the public interest. Knowing these things
the kinds of questions you maybe asked andhow
will enable you to maintain yolfrpoise-and thus be '
you should best answer them in an honest fashion.'
definitive in what you say. .
And thinkalso about the questionsyou have. Feel
free to ask. In. other words, anticipate. '
Know your resume cold. Be able to comment on
anything on it, including' your writing sample.
There are tentative answers to all of these
Too imany people have not read their writing
perplexing questions. 'Let me suggest several by
sample for months and are unable to answer the'
way of example. If you are asked about GW as a
simplest
questions
about
it. Knowledge
of
law school, talk about your interest in learning
law in Washington,
D.C. This is the nation's
substantive and specific law will demonstrate to
capital,and
the presence of the government, with
the interviewer that you know what you are
the legislature and administrative agencies, make
talking about and have some legal competence in
that area.
Washington
a unique
source of education
through experience and exposure. Make favorDo not be passive. Initiate
subjects and
ablecomparisons
between GW and other area law
questions. Sneak in your strong points when it's
schools. You can do this in terms of our faculty,
possible, but don't come on like it's rehearsed
because that always stands out and turns people
the clinical program, location, and so forth.
Questions about your grades are sensitive. You
off. Remember that you are interviewing them,
might mention the median in the class. Turn this
too. Relax and be on top.
into a strong point, if you can, by indicating the
Know your interviewer's firm or agency. If
upward trends. If you don't particularly like a
necessary, do some homework 'on it. Find out it's
question, be brief in your answer and move along
unique
points. If your credentials
are not
to another point.
outstanding make sure you show them your best
Give some thought to your own ideas about
(Please tum to p. 8, Col. 3)

Library Offers Material in Microformat
COIitinued from p. 5)
Monthly Checklist of State Publications.
Vol. 1-57, 1912-1967. Microfiche.

District of Columbia Code. 1818,1939.
35mfu mierofilm.

unrevised transcripts.

Microcard.

The Japanese War Crimes Trials. 35mm
microfilm.

On order;

Records and Briefs of the U.S. Supreme
, Court. '1962 to date. Microfiche. Kept in

card catalog cabinets on third floor. Filed
1936-1969.
35mm
by term,' type of opinion (certiorari
microfilm. Sometimes this gives better , denied, full option, per curiam) and in
copies than the tightly bound volumes in
order of official U.S. citation.
our regular set.
. Legislative Histories. 85th through 91st

Federal

Register.

Session Laws of the American States and
Territories. All of them prior to' 1900.
13,000 pieces of 4"x6" microfiche.

ASBCA

Cases.

1942

through 1956. 35mm microfilm.
The Eichmann Trial. Unedited

and

WDBCA

and

Congresses, 1957-1968. Filed by Public
Law ~
On 3"x5" inicrocard for the
85th-87th:'and .3"x5" and 4"x6" microfiche for the 88th-91st. These are for
selected acts.
Legislative Histories [C./.s.] Congres-

sional Information
Service! 90th Congress, 2nd Session to date. More than just
legislative histories. All congressional
documents, reports, hearings and com-.
mittee prints. On microfiche with those
forms for the last two congresses at the:
third floor desk. The material on the last
usually received before we can get it from
G.P.O. or from a committee. The indexes
and abstracts for this material are on.
reserve. They arrive monthly and the
indexes accumulate quarterly. There are
annual
bound
volumes.
With
the
indexes, access tothe microfiche material
may be had through subject, committee,
witness, bill number, Public Law No. or

almost any way you can think of.
Testimony
of all' witnesses and the
contents of all reports, documents .and
prints is abstracted. With the abstracts
and, the paging on the fiche you can
proceed immediately to the page or pages
you are concerned with. In less than five
minutes you can have in hand the
complete legislative history of any Public
Law during the period covered by this
service.
The above is a list of your law library's
major holdings in microfilm. Other items
in microform will be so indicated on the
catalog cards. If you need any help,
consult your friendly library staff.
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Lack of Co-ordination Frustrates Planning
This is the last in a series "of articles
exploring the inadequacies
of the
budgetary/planning
process and their
adverse impacts on the administration of
the environment.

tion in' such a rushed atmosphere i~ change has been acrimonious in the area ment economic analysts closed their
generally restricted to that subject matter
minds, preferring not to carry out the
of environmental law.
over which there is little or no disagreeAfter much speculation, conjecture' intricacies of long-range planning. Rament .. Coordination .at early planning
and delay, all elements of American .ther, the "invisible hand" of Adam
stages IS usually not contemplated, often
government are agreed that this country Smith's day was counted on to deliver
?ecause the needs and opportunities for
results in an era when
needs a national energy policy. Of course, equitable
by Nate Rosenberg
It have not yet been identified' moreover . the various industries and competing laissez-faire had been replaced by the
It has often been pointed out that
it is just at this stage that fe~r over th~
interests within the regulatory process economics of monopoly.
departments like Interior represent a
possible loss of perrogatives and program
But this steadfast reliance on the
disagree on what such a policy should be,
kind of "federation of bureaus," each
control becomes very real. Efforts at
Adam Smith tradition in America did
and how it should be administered,
with its own authority base, its own
consolidation may be seen as evidencing
furthering the delays, even in time of not-enable the United States to resist the
program responsibilities, its own supweakness, or lack of conviction and
inevitable rise of national planning; it
"crisis. "
porters and clienteles, its own program
dedication.
Until recently most' people in this merely affected the way in which the
concepts and goals.
But overshadowing' all these operationcountry were unable to recognize the inevitable arrived. Businessmen, being
As often as not, the bureaus within an. al obstacles to coordination within and
need for an energy policy. What drove us the active force of collectivism and
agency will compete for high-level
betwe~n agencies is the overwhelming
planning, forced the hand of governto a recognition of the need to think
approval on one or more of these bases;
magnltudeand diversity of the myriad
ment. Their immense political power was
about energy was not the planning
thus, when it is necessary to implement
goals and purposes which motivate
process, but its failures and the used repeatedly to ensure that private
resource development programs, the
administrators and public servants'
concomitant emergence of shortages. business was, wherever possible, given
Bureau of Reclamation and the National
especially in the 'area of environmental
Shortages, in turn, are a reflection of the jobs to do that government might have
Wildlife Service will usually be at odds;
protection, it is difficult to know when
problems associated with growth in carried out itself. Hence, private entrewhen the sale of lands is pre-requisite to
public sentiment is really in the "public
preneurs were permitted and encouraged
energy use and resource consumption.
such development, the Bureau of Land
interest;" often it is difficult even to '. . And energy policy, as it emerges, will to mine the nation's coal, exploit its oil
Management and the Bureau of Indian
determine what public opinion is on
and natural gas reserves, and control the
probably be a growth policy as well.
Affairs often join in the fray, supporting
environmental issues. . Environmental
Environmental planning, seen as hydroelectric power ofthe nation's rivers.
irreconcilable viewpoints. And when
policy research has not yet been able to
encompassing an energy policy, generally The result:
budget-time comes to Interior, all join in
Every development in the field .of
appeal coherently to personal American
has been characterized by a fragmented
a clamoring and butting of heads in values, and the questions to which such
planning has taken place in characterand short-sighted view, where needs
order to gain the maximum favor and .research is addressed frequently fail to
istically ad hoc fashion. Usually it was
which arise are met with stingy and
support from above.
necessary to fight powerful and vocal
conform to conventional understandings
wholly inadequate remedies; where longWithin departments or agencies the
defenders of unregulated corporate
of the' environment and its role in the
range plans rarely are conceived, and
Secretary often does not have effective
society.
power. Consequently Congress never
even more rarely acted upon; and where
powerto bring about complete coordinaadopted any general approach to
tion even if he or she chooses to try; the
planning; quite the contrary, the very
Secretary rarely has the staff for this
idea was shunned, and planning and
purpose, and in those rare instances
allocation became disguised as regulawhere a staff is available for coordination and justified either as machinery
tion, the persons involved come to their
to aid the smooth functioning of free
positions as hostages of conflicting
enterprise or as an exception to the
interests and clientele groups who tend to
general rules of laissez-faire. Congress
benefitfrom the status quo.
kept using the model of the ICC no '.
environmental policies are restricted
A growing number of people, however,
'matter what function the' agency was :
In a. complex organization. such \as
largely to the limited issues addressed by
is beginning to appreciate the importance
supposed to perform. '
Interior or Agriculture, s0111eunity of of a more adequate formulation of public , established compartmentalized services.:'
Thus planning and allocation cameto
purpose would seem requisite to an
In this arena there are no far-sighted
environmental
policy; unfortunately,
orderly structure; yet the diversity of
comprehensive plans, expressed via the United States undifferentiated from
neither environmental catastrophe nor
regulation, and hence unaccompanied by
interests represented makes such unity of
concerted action, improved upon and
accute fuel and fertilizer shortages have
any institutions, laws, or effective means
. purpose difficult, if not impossible, to
re-evaluated with regularity.
as yet provided the full impetus needed to
achieve.The only real hope for coordinaobtain a strong, single-minded resolve. «, As with most of America's recent wars of coping with the problems that
planning and allocation bring.
on public problems, the war on
tion seems to be among smaller units,
This is due largely to the fact that
Because we as a nation still cannot
usually inter-agency committees or sub- . environmental problems
however environmental waste and ecological
admit how much our economy has been
serious-e- are usuaIly slow-moving, incre- 'devastation is a skirmish only-a hastily
cabinet committees.
mounted, isolated, defense action inci- changed, we have not been willing or able
But voluntary coordination, whether
mental, and cumulative over long periods
to fashion a workable system of law for
dental
to basic causes and underlying
formal or informal, has very definite,
of time. People become accustomed to
planning. Instead, the present system of
inequities.
low-threshold, operational limits. It their creeping progression, and become
We clearly live in a time when law has served in large part to perpetuate
alarmed only when environmental detericannot, for example,' be allowed to
a mythology which has further obscured
leadership and ideologies are beginning
oration is already far advanced.
undermine the integrity of any agency,
the
great problems of Leviathan bureauto
falter
seriously.
It
is
a
time
when
In reaching any decision with regard to
nor that of any important program.
cracy charged with "regulation in the
customary procedures yield unexpected
environmental planning, therefore, planConsequently, the primary focus of
results, and all alternatives, including no public interest."
ners face a double-barreled question: (1)
efforts at coordination is the exchange of
As Charles Riech points out, 7S years
action at all, become calculated risks.
What do people want; how much of what
information and intelligence, a relatively
ago
"The Public Interest" probably had
Thirty-five
years
ago
the
contemporary
things are they willing to give up? (2) And
unimportant aspect of agency interliberal state was founded on the basis of a different, more definite meaning than it
does the public's loosely-formed judgaction. Thus, fundamental conflicts in
two overwhelming national elections and; does now. As the agencies through the
ment truly reflect the long-range needs or
policydirection or program goals cannot
years have sought to retain a meaning for
desires? How much reliance, in the final . a series of Supreme Court decision that
usually be dealt with on a voluntary basis
the public interest they have come to this:
had
seemed
to
validate
new
Constitutionanalysis, should be placed upon such
except in a kind of lowest-commonthe public interest is served by agen,!
al
principles.
preferences?
.
denominator fashion.
But in American history there had . policies which harmonize as many as
At this date we as a nation still have no
Reducing the' focus to the invidual,
possible of the competing interests in the
always been two dimensions to the
controlling ethical relationship with our
there are a number of psychological and
economy.
problem
of
what
constitutes
acceptable
natural environment. Some persons wish
intellectual problems of coordination.
Such pragmatic overtones have led to
constitutional government. The first had
to exploit, other to preserve, and most are
One such problem is span of attention.
concerned the actual scope of govern- the central myth of our present admininon-commital, contributing to a huge,
-Wilile ill one sense everything within
strative law-the belief that decisions
mental power, whatever its scope, could
silent, middle spectrum. This puts
an agency is ultimately related to
concerning
planning in general, and
be
properly
exercised.
The
Roosevelt
tremendous
strain
upon
the
legal
system,
everything in a continuous web, governbudgeting
more
specifically, can be, and
Revolution
conclusively
settled
only
the
based
as
it
is
upon
common
philosophies
ment administrators and their staffs can
first, by establishing the principle for all are, made on an objective basis. The
among those who promulgate policies
at anyone time deal only with a very
time that in the United States there can appearance of objective choice is reinand the nominal existence of a public
limited range of obviously interrelated
be
no effective limit to the scope of forced by the ceremony of adjudicatory
concensus
or
"general
will."
t
facts. A narrow span of attention is
governmental
power. The second issue procedures.
As
a
result,
the
basic
framework
of
the
reinforced, moreover, by the lack of
The crucial point is that procedure
environmental law system develops slow- was not settled in the 1930s, but rather
concrete data on causes and effects,
was defined away amidst the growing which may be perfectly appropriate to
ly, often with inconsistencies reflecting
reactions and consequences, which so
force of "interest group liberalism," and I adversary regulatory activities becomes
changing perceptions of the public good.
often characterizes environmental deciit still haunts the halls of executive foolish and deceptive when used to
Without
delving
into
philosophical
evalusion-making. One of the most pressing
determine what kind of planning would
government
in Washington.
ations
of
a
system
of
government
and
psychological barriers to coordination is
be in the public interest. The adherence
Capitalism
in
the
1930s,
at
least
as
it
laws which tries always to be responsive
time.
to
adversary processes in matters of
had
formerly
been
known,
became
to
such
amorphous
expressions
as
Most agencies operate under time
"distributive
justice" is' a largely obirrelevant
and
erroneous,
and
hence
general
will
and
public
good,
clearly
ours
mandates which preclude the devotion of
scured
and
unseen element of our
vanished.
Rather
than
incorporating
the
is
such
a
system
and
the
development
of
very much effort to coordination. And in
new facts of 20th century life, gov7rn- government's inability to plan:
means for meeting the challenge. of
any case, the possible scope of coord ina-
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Faculty Grade Proposals

Committee Offers Grade Reform
(Continued from p.T)
percentile curve before appearing on the trahscript.
The student could have his or
her transcript show either the
percentile-score
or "CR" for
each course, unless of course the
student had failed the course.
This proposal has several advantages. First.,it
would equalize
the grade structure across all
courses and sections of courses.
Second, it would provide a more
adequate
reflection of a student's competitive status than
the
current'
number-grade
system.

by John Brusniak
Meaner than box lacrosse.
faster than a speed ing hockey
puck ... SBA Volleyball.
You
gotta be tough to play SBA
Volleyball.
Starting October 26th and
continuing on Saturday afternoons thereafter. the SBA will
host the 1974 National
Law
Center Volleyball Tournament.
Teams. ranging in size from six
to nine members. will. get a
'chance to vent all of their

4. A proposal to continue the
current number-grade system as
it appears
on the student's
transcript, but to add for each
course for which a number grade
is shown the student's percentile
ranking
in that
section' as
described
in 3 above. This
proposal's advantage is that it
gives a more complete description of the student's performance for each course than a
simple number-grade could provide'. If a student takes a particular course from a professor
who grades substantially
lower
than the faculty at large, the

pent-up' frustrations
on one
another. Only GW law students.
faculty members,
and/or their
spouses
will he allowed to
participate.
Anyone interested ill playing
SBA Volleyball should leave his
or her name and phone number
in the SBA Office (Bacon Room
l Ol A) by Thursday. October 24.
1974.
Prizes will be awarded to the
surviving team.

Law Spouses Notes
by Alisa Ulmer .
about 12 miles until you see the
Don't forget the hayride com- sign "Brandywine
301 Horse
ing up this Saturday night at Farm" and turn in!
7:00·p.m.! All married students
You should
wear
warm
are invited to attend. The cost is clothes. bring guitars. banjos or
$4.00 per couple and youshould . -harmonicas.
and whatever you
mail your checks to _Doreen
would like to eat around the
Barger. 2212 I Street, N.W..
bonfire a fterwards.
Beverages
Apartment
R07. Washington,
- will he provided.
For 111 ore
D.C. 20037. Or call Doreen at inlornuu ion or transportation
223-2653 for more information.
call Alis« UlmLT. ()20·4hSlJ.
Directions
to the hayride
In case of rain we will meet at
are--Take
the Beltway to exit the Rathskeller at the Marvin
36. Follow Branch Road for Center at 7:00 p.m. on Saturday.

We Still Need
Your Help ...

III. Every student has the
right to a private conference
with the professor within a
reasonable time after grades
are posted.
-passed

April 19, 1974

,
(Continued from p. 6)
right away. Guide the interview- to your assets.
Finally, remember that this is all a game.
Contacts are, of course, quite important, whether
they are at the firm itself or professors here at
school. Don't hesitate to ask a professor you know
to give the firm a call if he or she has contacts
there. Or ask your professor to write to 'his friends
at the firm.
And you can make contacts yourself by calling
a firm and speaking with a lawyer and asking
some questions. These people can help you, once
they know who you are.
Do not be obsequious. Do not reveal all of your
weaknesses, but be prepared to talk about them.
Do not discuss personal problems. Be- honest but
-notso specific thatyouundermine.yourself;

Notes1. This policy does not
apply to cases where a grade
of 4S is given for-unexcused
absence. It only applies to
those- who take the examination and fail.

The interviewers see you as a part of their
future. Put yourself in their shoes; they have to
justify their selection of you to their colleagues.
Therefore. try to understand how the interviewer
feels and thus put your best foot forward. Be
clever, too: it is not so important what you answer
as how'you answer the questions.
. .
You must remember that this entire scheme of
events up at the Placement Office is not your only
source. It is only a part of whatyou can do. Don't
depend entirely upon it. You can check through
the Martindale-Hubbell
listings .to find attorneys
practicing whatever you're interested in. Do a
separate mailing to other firms not visiting GW.
Investigate and keep your ears open for other
opportunities.
Be resourceful and patient. Good
luck.

EVERY AVAILABLE AID.
FOR THE LAW STUDENT

e'

GILBERTS LAW
BLACKSTONE

SUMMARIES

LAW

SUMMARIES

LANDMARK
LAW SUMMARIES
SMITH REVIEW

• Editorial Personnel
• Reporters
• Columnists

NUTSHELL
,AMERICAN

SERIES

LEGAL CASE DIGESTS

CAMBRIDGE,
COME BY OUR OFFICE
RobM

Notes1. The cost of copying
such papers will be charged
to the student desiring the
paper.
2. Any paper remaining
unrequested
after 60 days
from the start of the following semester or the date that
grades are posted, whichever
is later, may be destroyed by
the professor.
-passed
April 19, 1974

V. Any student who receives
a grade below 55 [F] has the
right to retake the course
once, from the same od
different professor, but only
within the academic year.
The grade received in the
retaken course shall be
entered into the student's
record in addition to the
original grade and both
grades shall he included in
computing the student's average. A student may exercise his right to retake a
course only with respect to
~ two different courses during
his Law School studies.

Interviewee asInteruieuier

• Photographers

The Advocate

I. Every student shall have a
right to have his or her
examination paper returned.
Either the original paper or
a copy shall be provided.

student would be able under this
proposal to "explain" his resulting low grade by pointing to his
percentile rank in the course.
Although
the committee
is
still open to new ideas from all
segments of the N.L.C. academic
community,
the above
four
proposals
will constitute
the
committee's work load for the
remainder of the year.
The proposals outlined above
have in no way been "approved"
by the Committee. Rather, the
Committee
wishes the
NLC
community to be appraised of
the proposals it is considering so
that reactions and suggestions
can be given to the Committee.
'These ~four proposals will be
the subject of the Committee's
next meeting at 1:00 PM on
October 28, in the New Student
Lounge, 100 Bacon.

OUTLINES

HORNBOOKS'

I I, BACON HALL

..

International
Eurailpass

Student ID Card'
Britrail Pass

RESERVATIONS
TICKETS
EVERYWHERE

Amtrak

I
•

DISCOUNT PRICES ,AND
. COMPLETESELECTION
AT ...

WASHINGTON LAW BOOK CO.
1917 Eye St., N.W.

Tel. 785-0424
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